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Disruptive Moderator app to make the
event organizers life easy

“
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- Moderator can perform quick check-in with
QR code/Barcode for an event ticket.

- Facilitate admin to dynamically build app
pages, conﬁgure menu and manage moderators
for events.
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- EventiPlex helps keep track of registered and
attended users for each assigned event and
allows moderators to notiﬁy them for any
updates.
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Event Management
Solution for
Higher Education
EventiPlex is a Mobile and Web
enabled event management platform
that seamlessly ﬁts every event
management needs. Events are core to
any higher education journey and
EventiPlex makes them memorable.
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Highlights
Notice Board

Get more eye balls to the
content that needs to be
promoted.

Event Calendar

Event View

Acces to upcoming & past
events with detailed
information.

Get a complete view of the
event including Availability,
Fees and Venue.

Features like Events, Polls,
Videos & Image gallery to
keep the students engaged.
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Pricing and Availibity

Know the avilability, event
fee and purchase tickets.

Quick Poll/Survey

Participate in Poll/Survey
and provide feedback on
events.

Conﬁgurable links

Most used & quick access
links arranged in home
page to improve the
efﬁciency.

Map & Directions

Quick launch of map and
directions to the event
venue.

